
 

Social Impact Report 2022 

Headlines: 

• We see nearly 1,000 visitors per month 
• We project that we will see around 12,500 visitors this year 
• 80% of our unemployed volunteers move into paid employment 
• 90% of our volunteers are neurodivergent or have health barriers to accessing 

employment 
• Our volunteers provide hours to a value of around £40,000 per year 
• Our previous volunteers who have moved into paid employment & those 

volunteering at BitC have generated an estimated income of more than ONE 
MILLION POUNDS!! 

• During an 18-week period during the pandemic we fed 851 people and delivered 
3,959 meals 

• We have been awarded Leaders in the Field of Disability Confident Employers 
by DWP 

• 99.3% of our visitors say that visiting us improved their mood 
• 11 of our team are Emergency First Aid at work qualified 
• 14 of our team are Lvl 2 Safeguarding Trained. 
• 13 of our team are now trained Fire Wardens 

“After months of walking past occasionally, I got the courage and went in. It’s affected me in a big 
way. I’m now able to leave my flat, I used to be a hermit for about 7 or 8 years. The café has given me 
the confidence to go to the doctors earlier with my concerns about the cancer coming back; it has 
saved my life.” 

“Board in the City is the only place that provided my adult son with a work opportunity. It’s enabled his 
development, supported his social interaction, and made him so much happier. I can’t thank them 
enough.” 

“My child just doesn’t quite ‘fit in’ anywhere and was being bullied at school. To come to Board in the 
City is so lovely and he feels like he’s found his community. It’s a gem in our community.”  

Reality check: 

Before we begin, we need to explain that we had nearly 4 years of operation prior to covid. 
We only started capturing data part way through 2018 and so 2019 is the only full year of 
reliable data we have (because in 2020 we experienced the pandemic and have been 
impacted by this every year since).  



In 2019 we saw 15,504 visitors. As we are emerging from the pandemic, we can look at our 
real time data for an indication of our impact right now. We are seeing 901 visitors on 
average per month, and we expect this to rise during the year as public confidence rises 
and we can attend more outreach activities. We anticipate over 12,500 visitors this year. 
Also, we currently have a team of over 40 people contributing an average 351 hours of 
service every month compared to the scaled back team numbers of 2021. The projection 
for 2022 is that our volunteers will have donated over £40,000 worth of hours of service, 
bringing this up to what is fast becoming the regular value that the team gift back to 
society. 

Visitor Overview 

Board in the City CIC – aka BitC, opened its doors Saturday 12th March 2016. Since then, 
we have served our community of table-top gamers with dedication and have built some 
wonderful relationships along the way. Most of our customers are Southampton-based, 
but many live further out in Hampshire and the neighbouring counties. The largest 
proportion of our customers are working age adults, but we entertain toddlers and 
grandparents with equal enthusiasm. Significant portions of our community would 
describe themselves as having mental health or physical disability needs, and many are 
neurodivergent. We also see a significant number of people who identify in the LGBTQIA+ 
community, and we have been awarded for our inclusivity and support for this group.  

In March 2018, we started recording solid data regarding visitor numbers and capturing 
spending overviews. We loved knowing what was happening with our customers and how 
we could improve their experiences.  

We started using a bespoke app to gain feedback from our visitors (see the Development 
section page 9 of this report). We started using the app a quarter of the way into 2018 
(March) so what's reflected is not a whole year’s worth of data. Then in 2020/2021 – these 
are the COVID years, in which successive lockdowns kept people away, but also which 
instilled a lack of confidence in many, and for some this has not yet returned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year  
Visitor 
numbers 

2018 7727 
2019 15504 
2020 4174 
2021 5123 
2022 4507 + 
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The trading months in 2020 were open 3 full months and 3-part months = approx. 4.5 
months trading. This gave an average of 927 visitors per month. 

Then in 2021, we were open for 7.5 months. The monthly average in this year is 683 visitors 
per month. This shows that there was a real downturn in consumer confidence to getting 
back to normal, which in turn had a dramatic effect on the financial situation for the 
organisation. 

Fast forward to today (Friday 27th May), and the return is still slow but is growing; we are 
as of today, on around an average of 901 visitors per month.  

The team are volunteering and supporting extra events as well as customers helping us 
with running extra events, to try and generate consumer return.  

Visitor profile snapshot in a typical afternoon at BitC: 

Gender: 28% F / 44% M / 16% Other 

Age range: 4 – 48  

Postcode information: 

64% of the visitors came from across Southampton (right to the outskirts), with the remainder coming 
from the following- 

• Basingstoke 
• Bournemouth 
• Croydon 
• Falmouth 
• Guernsey 
• Swindon 

Ethnicity: 88% White / 4% Creole / 4 % Gibraltarian / 4 % Black  

Superhero qualities (Neurodivergence / disability / health condition): 

 

48% registered as having nothing 
to declare; as opposed to 52% who 
had a vast range of complexities, 
many of whom answered had 
multiple conditions. 



How did you hear about BitC: 

There were a variety of responses, but the main response was through recommendation (by friends, 
family, and Uni Society). Other responses were around just passing by and looking us up on the internet. 

Feedback: 

Feedback about what it means to them coming to BitC generated very personal responses, many of 
which had a common theme of feeling ‘SAFE’ and finding ‘FAMILY’. Here is a couple of quotes 

‘Never a dull moment – will cry from laughter at least once!’ 
‘My only social contact. Visiting really helps me to cope with my mental health issues’ 
‘It is where I come when I need to restore faith that things will be okay!’ My safe haven’ 

   
Lastly – when asked if they would return or recommend us - 100% said yes (some very passionately!) 
 

Volunteers 

Since opening BitC, from over half of the way into 2017 – we started recording data as an 
overview on our volunteers / team members. There have been 198 different recorded 
people since we started capturing this information. 

As shown, our volunteers come from a wide range of walks of life. We could even add 
retired as an afterthought! 

 



The biggest source has been from people who are unemployed. A common factor amongst 
ALL our volunteers is that there is usually a barrier / health issue that impact on ability to 
being employed. 

There are many successes in the respect of people, for whatever reasons such as long term 
unemployed, mental health or lack of training etc. – having been able to move into paid 
employment (part time or full time). 

According to the HACT (https://hact.org.uk/about/) social calculator, our team who have 
found paid employment, have collectively gone on to earn in potential earnings: 

£1,017,703.00 
Here is an overview of Employment Pathway Outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Of the 85 team members 
coming to us from being 
previously unemployed, 

80% 
of them moved into paid 
work. This is either via BitC or 
outside employment. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We looked at the TIME volunteered by the team as the following as this is the gift back to 
our community: 

Converting this to saved wages based on the relevant yearly National Living wage, means 
that our team have gifted the community: 

Year 
National living 
wage p/h 

Collective Hours 
contributed 

Value of saved wages donated to 
the community 

2017 £7.50 1798:45:00 £13,488.38 
2018 £7.83 4399:13:00 £34,445.19 
2019 £8.21 5253:59:00 £43,131.97 
2020 £8.72 5236:36:00 £45,661.06 
2021 £8.91 2230:26:00 £19,871.62 
2022 £9.50 TBC TBC 

   £156,598.21 
 

 

 

 

This is a photo of Colette – she came to us one day as a visitor. She was struggling 
at university and was considering quitting her nursing training. She also was in 
danger of doing herself harm as part of her ongoing conditions. She started 
volunteering with us; then when she became homeless, we rehoused her. She 
became employed by BitC and became Head Chef, whilst continuing with her 
nursing training. We organised educational support with some of her work from 
a local English specialist. Being dyslexic, Colette struggled in expressing herself 
in written format.  

Her success story is that she DID qualify and gained employment in the NHS in 
Bristol; and continues to support at BitC now as a recognised Support Worker 
by DWP for our replacement Head Chef. 



Training 

 

Partners / Collaborations / Who we have been here for: 

Understandably, the different connections we have made, vary over the years, and had 
to be adapted accordingly during COVID. There is a nod to all these connections from 
2019, to be found on our website - https://www.boardinthecity.co.uk/collaborations/ 

This is an overview of this years’ list of whom we have had a connection to so far over 
these last 12 months: 

Easy Tz Meals 

Pilates with Ayla 

Compassionate Cuppa 

Rotary 

NHS - NO Wrong Door Project 

Compass School - Exam Access Arrangements 

Clear Project & Cross-Culture Hub – Refugees and asylum seeker groups 

Drop the Mask Productions 

St Anne's School - Interviewer for student practice 

Kiwi - for employment engagement with young people 

Southern Health - to bring svs users to game 

The Agency - supporting their program supporting young people aged 15-25 to make 
positive social change 

Southampton City Council - HAF program 

Both our Universities for Threshers Weeks 

Boulder Shack - Outreach gaming 

We put on a variety of training varying from in 
house barista training, to certified qualifications. In 
this last year we have the following certified results: 

• 11 of our team are Emergency First Aid at work qualified 
• 14 of our team are Lvl 2 Safeguarding Trained. 
• 13 of our team are now trained Fire Wardens 
• ALL kitchen team are now a minimum Lvl 2 Basic Food Hygiene 

qualified 



Re:Minds - supporting them with an Impact measurement 
program 

Tastelife - venue and impact measurement support 

No Limits - training 

Touch Network - venue and impact measurement support 

Purple Community fund – sending them our ring pulls 

Southampton Stand Up To Racism  

Southampton Ukrainian Community Support Group – start up business advice & 
donations of games 

SCC Restorative Justice Youth Offending team - upcoming placements for young people 

COVID 

Covid hit us all. At BitC, as we had to close, we turned our attention – unwittingly, to 
tackling food poverty across Hampshire over an 18-week period (supported by Fareshare 
& a couple of financial streams including Tescos’ Bags for life – twice!) 

Anecdotes from some of the recipients: 

The food parcel has enabled us to spend quality time as a family during the lockdown without having to worry about 
food and financial pressures 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As an independent 76-year-old, living alone I was completely overwhelmed when I fell ill with COVID-19. I have been 
very unwell for over 12 weeks making it difficult to obtain food. My Daughter works for the NHS & could not safely 
visit me and my Son is a single parent with a child at home. I am not on the shielded list so could not obtain priority 
food deliveries. My neighbours were amazing, but they were suffering too. I was extremely humbled by Hayley’s offer 
of food parcels and then the amazing individual, home cooked meals, delivered to my door. It was, as a Christian, 
an absolute God send. I have been humbled and so very grateful for the help Hayley has been able to offer. A lot of 
older people like me, vulnerable, alone and very anxious during this pandemic would have found lockdown 
unbearable without the kindness, generosity and love of Hayley and her team.” I send my extremely grateful thanks 
and blessings. CF 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As someone who does 14hour shifts (as a nurse) having the meals and extra food makes life so much easier. It 
means I can eat even when I don't get a break. Coming home and having something in the cupboard like cereal has 
been helpful, when I finish a shift or on a day off when I'm too tired to go out having that there helps so much. Not 
having to spend all my days off going to the shop or cooking have had a massive impact on my life and has really 
helped me both physically and mentally x 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

It keeps me grounded. It shows me somebody cares and would miss me if I wasn’t here. It’s a constant reminder and 
helps me recentre myself if I get off track. And it helps that these parcels are things I wouldn’t normally get to try. It’s 
like someone saying “here try this. What did you think? Maybe you could try these flavours out at home?”. It helps 
keep me sane lol. 

Overall, we fed 851 people, delivering 3959 meals and out of this was the development of 
another social enterprise that is still in operation today. 

 

 



The team who helped cooked tirelessly 
throughout lockdown, were awarded as 
‘Community Champions’ by Southampton 
City Council – presented to us by the 
Mayor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developments 

Since our conception – we have amended our Articles of Association to reflect that we 
NEVER have or will pay out to shareholders. This was our biggest start up error, registering 
as limited by shares as opposed to by guarantee. Our thought process was to protect the 
fact that we sold our family home to help sustain the business in the initial years. However, 
it soon became apparent that the needs of the community far outweighed our own 
personal gains. As we had already started and were a couple of years in and had started 
collecting impact data plus with the lack of experience, we could not bring ourselves to 
start up all over again – so had it written into our legal governance instead. 

We have had positive responses from HMRC for our belief in our role in the field of R&D – 
that being we develop people. This was validated by approval of payment from HMRC on 
our first ever R&D claim. 

We have also now been awarded Leaders in the Field of Disability Confident Employers by 
DWP. This makes our organisation the second only in Southampton – with Southampton 
University being the first.  

This year, in 2022 (as mentioned in the Visitor Overview page 2) we have created our own 
Mood Capture program in the form of a Quick Grab survey for our visitors alongside a 
project we received funding for from SCiA. The project would be aimed at preventative 
and critical interventions for the health and wellbeing of BitC users. It will be carried out in 
stages: 

 

1. Including creation and deployment of two new apps to allow mood tracking and mental health support 
We have designed, created and implemented the mood tracking program. As of 20th April 2022, 6pm 
GMT, there was a recorded 700 responses* 695 stated that being at BitC improved their mood which is 
99.3% of those who answered. 
 



 
 
This is what we see regarding the reporting of results. 
 
It has been running since 2nd Feb 2022. We have had 2371 visitors in this time. This is around 30% of our 
visitors having used the app – it is left up to their own choice if they want to complete.  
Of that 30% of visitors answered over an 11-week period: 

a) 1 x email from an overseas student – which we responded to, but she never replied back 
b) 1 x phone call request – which we called, but it went to voicemail, so we left a verbal message 

and followed this up with a text message. 
 

2. staff basic life support and first aid training 
We now have 11 x Emergency First Aid at Work qualified team members. We did have 12 but that person 
was able to secure full time employment. 

3. installation of a defibrillator on the premises.  
We have a reconditioned Defibrillator Unit and are registered on the National data base 
https://www.thecircuit.uk/ as having a working unit on site. 

4. Existing space on site will also be adapted to provide a safe, calming space to assist those who are 
experiencing MH crisis or overstimulation. 

We are also working with Owl XL CIC, owlxlcic.org to find innovative means to measure our 
impact and together we have created a program for our volunteers. This is called our STEP 
program – Supported Engagement Transition Program. It is initially an interview where a 
team member will conclude how they would measure themselves in the first instance, then 
the team at Owl XL CIC, convert this into a visual working document for the individual.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



An individual STEP’s get 
reviewed at an agreed time 
(every 4 or 6 weeks depending 
on individual’s preference). By 
the 2nd review, we will set 
targets. One of the team used 
this, to focus what was 
highlighted as support for a 
job application, in which they 
were a successful candidate 
and became employed by the 
company. 

 

Conclusion 

As you can see from the above reports, BitC supports a diverse and complex community 
through a variety of outreach opportunities and our own innovations. In June – we will 
conduct a short consumer profile survey to help us have a snapshot of up-to-date data on 
our demographic. Our plan is to also continue to develop people - whether this be 
customers into confident gamers, individuals with barriers to employment into competent 
team members who can move on to other employment, or our vision, as we adapt and 
respond to the needs and wishes of our community. The lessons we've learned have been 
to listen, work hard, support what gives back, and try to have fun while we're doing it. 


